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In the heart of Chicago, the Wolf Point property in
city of big shoulders’ posh River North neighborhood
was the subject of many development proposals
over the years. Finally in 2012, plans emerged for the
$1 billion project to be constructed 3.9-acre site on
the north east side of the Y-shaped confluence of the
north, south and main branches of the Chicago River.
The catch? The development would start by building
a 5,600 square foot (225’ x 25’) garage underneath
an existing bridge structure that needed to remain
open at all times.

Quick History of the Site
The site was first settled in the late 1820s and was
home to Chicago’s first tavern as well as a general
store, hotel, drug store and ferry crossing. Joseph
Kennedy bought the property in 1945, and the
Kennedy family has owned it since then.
In the past, Wolf Point was the name commonly
used for the entire area surrounding the confluence
of the river, but as surrounding properties have been
developed, it has come to refer specifically to the
parcel that includes more than 100,000 square feet
of largely undeveloped space, having been a parking
lot on the north side of the fork near Merchandise
Mart, the landmark art deco building with 4 million
square feet of floor space.

What Does the $1B Scope Include?
In total, the project encompasses three towers, the
aforementioned underground parking structure,
and a publicly accessible river walk. The West
Tower would stand 525 feet tall, containing the 509
residential apartments. While the 950-feet South
Tower would be mixed use and the 750-feet East
Tower would house a combination of office, retail,
residential units, and hotel space.

Beginning With Below Grade
Starting construction on Wolf Point Development
began with creation of a six-level parking structure
located at the center of the site. The primary access
point for the garage comes from an existing multispan bridge located along the entire length of the
north property line. This was originally constructed
to service the River Point North building and provide
ramped access to the at-grade parking that was
located on site prior to the current development.
As is typical with many building sites in and near
Chicago’s Loop, the elevation of the bridge structure
is considered the typical “at grade” elevation for
the entire site after construction is completed.
This means that while the entire parking structure
is considered below grade, only the bottom four
levels actually required excavation to construct. The
required excavation depths to construct the last four
levels of the parking structure were in excess of 47
feet at its deepest location, which is still a significant
depth of excavation for below grade structures
typically built in Chicago.

Below-grade Construction at These Depths is
Normally Cost Prohibitive
The thick layers of soft clays normally found in this
area of the city often make below-grade construction
to these depths cost prohibitive unless special
circumstances warrant such conditions.

Special Circumstances Qualify as a Financially
Viable Option
The general lack of parking and high density of
mixed-use space that will be in this area after
completion of the Wolf Point Development served
as special circumstances to make these excavation
depths a financially viable option.

That’s one of the interesting things
about many of Michels’ projects:

the average passerby can’t see
the majority of our work as it is
performed below the surface.
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Utilizing Soil Data to Develop the Design
Utilizing data from the owners geotechnical
engineering partner, Ground Engineering
Consultants, Inc., Michels developed the design to
include four soil borings extending approximately
120 feet deep to be drilled within the planned extents
of the proposed garage structure. As is typical with
below-grade construction in Chicago, supplementary
vane shear tests were also performed in the field
to more accurately determine the in-situ undrained
shear strengths of the thick layers of soft clay that
are typically encountered during excavation. These
vane shear tests are critical in ensuring economical
shoring designs.

Selecting an Economical, Efficient Shoring
Scheme
Now that we classified the soil profiles, we moved
to selecting a shoring scheme that would be
economical and efficient to construct while working
around and underneath an existing active bridge
structure. Given that the required excavation
depths under the bridge structure were typically 35
feet below existing grade, labor-intensive shoring
systems with low-installation production would be
necessary to reach the excavation depths required
to construct the proposed garage structure.
Furthermore, the prescribed retained heights
of soil would require multiple levels of internal
bracing, creating numerous obstructions within the
plan area of the proposed structure, which would
lead to slower production and overall increased
construction costs.

To overcome these obstacles, we identified a
creative solution: remove a significant portion of
the overburden on the site, ranging from 17 feet to
24 feet, allowing for the use of more conventional
shoring installation operations under the existing
bridge structure. Since the site was of sufficient
size to accommodate the necessary slopes and
a large amount of the soil needed to be removed
to accommodate the proposed parking structure,
tackling the shoring in this manner had positive
impacts on the cost and schedule for the project.
Another benefit of “precutting” the site was that
the elimination of the overburden allowed for
significant reductions on the demand of the shoring
system; the retained height was now decreased
by up to 24 feet. This reduction in retained height
in conjunction with the proposed parking structure
being founded on a large monolithic mat foundation
allowed us to utilize a greatly simplified shoring
scheme that would further improve the project
schedule and lower overall project costs.
In the end, a steel sheeting piling shoring system
was selected and installed from this lower precut
elevation. The precut elevation was optimized to
remove the least amount of overburden possible
while still allowing for conventional installation,
without splicing, of the required sheeting lengths
from underneath the existing bridge structure. Only a
single-level of internal bracing was needed to reach
the required excavations depths while working from
the precut elevation. All bracing and sheeting sizes
were optimized to address the change in excavation
profile over the length of the excavation.
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Enhanced Development and Review of
Computer Models

Monitoring the Unconventional Nature of
Shoring and Excavation

Given the complexity of the computer models
required to appropriately evaluate the existing
bridge structure during construction, Michels
teamed up with Chicago-based Collins Engineers,
Inc., to assist in the development and review of the
computer models. A base model was developed
using the as-built bridge drawings that were made
available to the team from the Owner. From there,
the base model was manipulated to simulate the
modified soil support conditions during each stage
of construction. These modified support conditions
addressed not only the removal of soil around the
affected caissons but also changes in the soil
support conditions associated with the movements
of the shoring system constructed underneath the
bridge structure.

While all of the models developed and analyses
performed indicated the shoring and supplemental
bridge bracing would be sufficient to construct
the parking garage, the unconventional nature of
the proposed shoring and excavation warranted a
comprehensive monitoring program to ensure the
systems performed as intended and adjustments
could be made if deemed necessary. Inclinometers
were installed around the perimeter of the sheeting
to provide continuous monitoring of the sheeting
movements throughout the duration of the work.

Another consequence of precutting the site for
installation of the sheet piling was the creation a
fairly significant slopes, typically more than 20 feet in
height, around the entire perimeter of the excavation.
Global stability analysis software was utilized to and
the results did determine that the deepest portions
of the excavation were indeed controlled by deep
global failure planes below the originally anticipated
sheeting tip elevations. Additional sheeting length
was added at these locations to address these
conditions.

Survey points were located over the height of each
bridge pier from which a baseline location of the
structure could be established in three dimensions
(northing, easting, and elevation). These points
were then monitored and evaluated at varying
frequency depending on the construction operations
being conducted. This frequency ranged from
daily, during normal working conditions, to hourly,
when starting critical milestones such as the initial
precut excavation prior to sheeting installation, local
excavations for internal bracing installation, and mass
excavation to reach the maximum excavation depth.
In the end, the shoring and bracing systems did
perform as predicted, but having the field data was
critical to ensuring the owner and local agencies
that the interests and safety of all parties, including
the public’s, were protected.

Accomplishments
• Developed a solution that was both safe and cost-effective
• Utilized out-of-the-box thinking to design an unconventional earth retention system
• Design technique allowed for unimpeded construction of the remainder of the parking structure,
allowing for significant reductions to the project schedule
• Reduced costs and increased the speed of construction by pre-cutting the site, making it possible to
install sheeting in a traditional manner instead of with low-overhead equipment – an effective way to
address that would otherwise have been a less-timely and more costly process

To share your thoughts on this project, contact Dave Sutfin.

